
The impact of Brexit on 
export and import



Great Britain in 
European Union 

Great Britain entered the 
European Economic 
Community and the 

European Atomic Energy 
Community, which were 
the predecessors of the 
EU, on 1st January 1973.



Export is the transport of tangible goods produced in a country outside
its borders. Exports affect the country's economy by initiating or inhibiting
economic growth, reducing unemployment and supporting the country's currency.
This means that exports are an indicator of the economic condition.



Export 
advantages
before brexit

You don't have to prove the origin of the goods when
you bring them into the EU

Lack of numerous and detailed checks that would lead
to extended delivery times. European customs tariff

No requirement to obtain a permit for export to a third 
country

No duties due for the origin of the goods

Numerous companies with production sites in the UK



Export disadvantages before brexit

Excise duty

Working according
to EU directives
(no possibility
to reduce VAT 
below 15%)

The problematic
nature of the strong
pound restricts the 
purchase of goods
by third countries

No free market The Union's share
in trade with China



IE-599

Example of the IE-599 export
document used for the carriage
of goods before Brexit.



Import means the purchase of goods from another country into our country for
use. In other words, it is the purchase of goods and services produced abroad
or, more simply, the importation of something outside the customs territory.



Import 
advantages
before brexit

No control at the border between the European Union 
and Great Britain

No customs duties or additional regulations

No new sanitary or phytosanitary standards

No restrictions on road transport

Free movement of people and workers - an ID card is 
enough to cross the border

Unlimited capital flow



Import 
disadvantage
before brexit

Little quality control of products



Import document 
confirming 
identification data



Import document 
confirming payment 
for the goods



31st January 2020 
was an important 

day for UK citizens 
due to Brexit



What is Brexit?

The term "Brexit" is an
abbreviation of the English words
"Britain" and "Exit", it is the
commonly accepted name of the
process of Great Britain leaving the
European Union. It took place
on 31st January 2020 at 24:00 CET.
The British decided to leave the
EU during a nationwide referendum
in June 2016. During the vote,
which was approached by over
72% of eligible people, as many
as 51.89% of voters wanted
to leave the European Union.



Why Brexit
happened?
Brexit supporters have put forward
several arguments for leaving the
community. One of them is the cost
of membership in the European
Union, which is estimated at
350 million pounds a week. Another
important argument was migration.
The British believed that refugees
and emigrants were taking their
jobs. In addition, after Brexit, the
United Kingdom was to abandon
the limits on e.g. working hours
per week and avoid additional
costs related to carbon dioxide
emissions by British companies.





Export 
advantages
after brexit

Improvement of the country's
economy, by increasing the 
importance of local products

Greater control over what
products are transported, 
thereby reducing smuggling



Export disadvantages after brexit

Compulsory making
of customs

declarations

The introduction
of tariffs on products 

exported from 
the UK to the EU

Certain goods exported 
to EU countries are 

subject to a compulsory 
import and export 

licence

Haulage permits issued
before brexit are
no longer valid

Transport companies
need more documents
and permits to export 

to the EU

The number of vehicles 
authorised to enter the 

EU has been limited

Crossing borders takes 
more time VAT has increased

The cost of 
transportation has

increased

The UK must conclude
separate trade 

agreements with 
countries to which
it wishes to export 

products



Commercial 
invoice

The document is used in
foreign trade as a
commercial invoice, which
is a customs document.



Packing list 
template

Document allows you to
document information on
a shipment. This form includes
fields for general shipping,
customer, product and packing
information.





Import advantages after brexit

Possibility of obtaining similar statuses
to the previous ones, eg AEOS instead
of AE

Greater quality control of incoming
products



Import disadvantages after brexit

Needed customs 
declarations

Change
of EORI numbers

A large number
of requirements

for the 
UKCA mark

Separate tariff 
number

Lapse of validity 
of previous 

customs 
documents

No status AEO
Many customs 
and sanitary 

controls

Obligation to 
submit an import 

declaration
in advance

Customs 
supervision

High customs 
duties

Longer goods 
flow times



VE103

A VE103 is an authenticated
proof of permission from
Motability Operations Ltd to take
the vehicle abroad.



The impact of brexit
on Northern Ireland

Goods imported into Northern
Ireland from the rest of the UK will
be subject to necessary customs
clearance and controls, including
at border inspection posts to ensure
that the necessary sanitary and
phytosanitary checks are carried
out.



EU duties will apply to goods
imported into Northern Ireland,
unless there is no risk that the goods
could enter the EU single market.
However duties will not be due
if it can be shown that there
is no risk that goods imported into
Northern Ireland from the rest
of the UK could end up in the
EU Single Market.



Despite Brexit, customers
clearance does not apply
to shipment of package to Northern
Ireland. Northern Ireland still
remained in the Customer Union.
Thanks to this, parcels sent to this
direction are possible without
additional formalities.



THE END
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